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nm COPCHIN RANCH SITE:
A Preliminary Report on an Historic Indian Habitation Unit

1

•

By Paul E. Nesbitt
ABSTRACT:

Based on the site location and historical information, an
hypothesis was formulated: the site was the result of the
1857 establishment of the Nisqually Reservation. The preliminary analysis co~robotates
this proposition. Two levels
I
of occupation are delineated, the residence structures
positions are identified, and a refuse zone classification
is applied to the western and southwestern areas of excavhtion~ In additiort• it is asserted that the ardhaeologica1
record demonstrates an inereasing degree of ac~tilturation.

Many people haVe been instrumehtal in the excavation and ~nalysis of the
artifa~tual ~aterial; much g~atitude is extended to all. the Ma Cofehin ~amily
gave petmission to e~davat~ dn their property, whiie Tacoma Community College
provided the tratisportatiob to the site and some of the ~~cavation equipment.
•
Pt-ofessor Roaeribk Spragtle, Uniyersity of Ida~o• provided the aha~ysis of the
Indian trade beads. Mrs. Lois Scholl, ·Tacomai Hash!hgtoh1 ° aha1yzed the doll
fragments that were excavated. Many thanks are also given to the following
college students who worked at the sites Richard Brodsack, Terry Chan, Jack Lake,
Marjorie McDaniel, Barbara Parker, and S~rah ~tubbs, the full-~ime elCCavators;
and Edward Barton, Andrea Deede, Thomas Hill ,A 'Paul" Lenti, Diane Lyon, Maurice
Morrow, Joseph Nowocin, Lonnie Stussy, William Swanson, and Phyllis Taylor, who
worked part-time at the excavation, Appreciation is offered to many more, not
named herein, for ancilla~y aid.
•

•

J

Location
The site is located in the southwest corner of ·section 35 of Township 18 North
Range 1 East. Datum is approximately 1,000 feet south of Latitude 47°00' N.,
2, 600 feet west of longitude 122-37 t30" H., and 100 feet above mean sea leve 1.
Historica~. Information

Concerning the Site

In 1857 the Nisqually Indians, or sqole'abc (Raeberlin and Gunther, 1952& 7),
were placed upon a reservation located along the Nisqually River. Individual
families were allocated lands.
The present owners purchased the land on which the site is located from the last
descendant of one of the Indian families. '!he seller's father inhabited a ho~,
lThe site has been officially registered at the University of Vashington, but
that institution has not as yet informed the author of the site nwnber~hich is
based on the Smithsonian Institution's site nomenclature.
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which has been dismantled by the present 8wners, until the 1940's. It has been
claimed that the site had been inhabited for many years before the last resident's
occupation.
Purpose of Excavation
Since this archaeological site is not situated . ·in an indigenous type environment

or ethnogra~hica~ly named location (e.g., see ·Haeberlin and Gunther, 1930S 1952),
it was hypothesized in the light of the historical information that its occupation
resulted from the relocation of the Nisqually tribe on the reservation. If the
occupation of the site can be dated as post-1857, there ""ould be some corroboration
of this hypothesis, providing that the archaeo.logical record reveals Indian habitation.
As will be seen, the data supports the proposition, though the past inhabitants of
the s~te possessed a heavily accultura~ed material culture.

, Excavat ic;>n
•

•

..

Datum was established on the northwest corner of a concrete foundation that had
been previously poured by the present owners located west of the site. The datum
level ~·1as assigned a value of l00'-0" 1 the English measurement system being used
due to equipment restrictions at the college, which is fortuitously the approximate
site level at grade above mean sea level •

The site ~~s excavated in 6 1 -0" squares oriented toward magnetic north between
· E26' to E6"2 ' and SO' to Sl2'. In addition, a three foot extension northward
(NO' to N3'/E30' to E32') was excavated. Also, square E32' to E38'/N6' to Nl2'
was excavated;;, Two foot square test pits were sunk at four locations to 97'-0"
with the centers of the · squares located at coordl.nates: E31'/Sl '' ; E32'/Sl8';
E32t/S24'; E59'/S9'.
· The squares within the coordinates ELl4' to E62 1 and SO' to S12' were excavated to
99'-0" beyond which was sterile soil as confirmed by the test pit excavated in the
·southwest square of this area (see Fig. 1). Square E26' to E32'/SO' to S6' and
its northward ex):ension (NO' to N3 1 /E30' to E32') were excavated to the 97'-0"
level where sterile soil was encountered. The remaining squares were excavated to
98'-0", except square E32' to E38'/S6' to Sl2' which was carried down to 97'-0" ..

The latter group of squares, within the area E32' to E44'/SO' to 812' and square
E32' to E38' /N6\ ~o N 12', revealed few artifacts and suggested a disturbed area.
An old sod layer was encountered at 97'-3" in square E32' to E38'/S6' to Sl2'.
Mr. M. Cofchin later confirmed the suspected disturbances

•

The are~ from the oltt house f°ES01 -62·' f./
S0' -812 'j to here [~ndicating... a location
several feet to the west~-ca. E30'-E40'
was graded with a bulldozer:j
Fortunately~ the

artifacts excavated in E26' to E32'/SO' to S6' and its northward.
were not disturbed by this activity, as were thoa~ in. the are.a between
this pit and the old house area to the east.

ex~ension
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The cultural material may be grouped into two occupation levels: an earlier
Level I and a later Level II. In the old house area (ESO' to E62'•/SO' to Sl2 1 )
these levels occur between the following measurements:
Level I
Charcoal Layer
Level II

a

•

99'-0" to 99'-S".
99 1 -5" to 99 1 -6"

99'-6" to surface

· However, as a result of the indigenous, westerly slope of the land, level I in the
western section of the site is found between 97'-0" and 98'-5" and Level .II between
98'-5" and 99'-4" ,.,1ith the remainder of the soil from 99'-4" to · surface (100'-0")
being formed of disturbed earth. there is no charcoal layer outside that termed the
"house area" in the east'e rn section of the trench.
Presentation of Material
For this preliminary report, pits ESO' to E56'/S6' to $12' and E26' to E32'/SO' to
S6' and its northern extension are used in cdnnection with pertinent data from the
· · remainder of the site for data presentation arid intetptetation, since these areas
yield a relatively undisturbed image of the former habitations.
(

'file data is organized by material class and divided into functional and formal

types where appropriate. Figures are used for the visual presentation of exemplary
material at the end of the verbal presentation.
Artifact Descriptions
A.

Ceramic Material:

(all are glazed wares)

•

1. Plain W~ite Ware: Of the total ceramic material considered herein, this
ware forms 153 by weight of that total. Four fragments contain "J and G Meakin"
trade-marks which may be stylistically dated at ca. 1890+, but before ca. 1907•
(Godden, 1964: 427). · Til.ree of these vessel fragments were found in Level I of
the house area and were burnt by the conflagration that caused the charcoal between
the two cultural levels. The fourth fragment was discovered in the stream bank to
the south of the old house area. The bank is being undercut by aquatic action.

2.

Blue on White Ware:

653 of the ceramic artifacts consists of this material.

Thece are three formal subtypes:

a.

b.
c.

a geometric pattern
a floral pattern
a gray monochrome

The geometric and floral patterns may be fragments from the same ware with the
former being derived frO\ll the edge border area and the latter from the central
design field. Though enough fragtnents for reconstruction were not available, the
stylistic elements are the same as an antique cup of "oriental motif" which has
been observed by the author a·nd is attributed with a greater tl'~an 50 year old date·
Literary confirmation was not available at the time of writing, however. The gray ~
monochrome is the result of the Blue on White pottery being caught in the fire t.turt:
separates the two cultural levels. 'lllis ~ype oecurs in the Level I t~-charc-oal

•
.,
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stratum area of the site, except in the pit ES6 1 to· E62'/S6' to S12' where there
was amateur excavation. In this disturbed area, the Blue on White . type is found
in Level II and at the surface.
3. Red-brow~ Floral on White· ~ Pot~slierds of this ·type co.n s.titute 53 of the
collection. No trade-marks have been uncovered. ·This materia~ .comes from Level.
II in the old house area.
I

4. Bro"1n Fl.o~al on Whit~~- This· type differ:s from the· former floral fragments
in both colot'..and design. Th~ type ~,.6tis. ists "'of· ~ 5% ·Of ~h..ie ceramic ma~erial. The
fragments were recovered from the surface in amateur d is'turbed soil (ESS' /Sll' ..-8") •
'lbe following· is the design of a trade-mark fragment from one of the sherds:
••

j

'

Meakin,
• '

4

ngland

. I ' :

t :;

This' pottery is probably not an e~rly type, as8uming that J and ·G Meakin was the
manufacture?;',. because Godden (1964: :427) notes that earlier trade· 7~ark versions
were without ·"J?ngland"; J and G Meakin started manufacture in 18.S l'. · A more
precise date·.of this type may be available after more trade-mark research has been
accomplished •

.

•

5. Polychrome Floral: 53 of the ceramic ·recoveries consists of this type
which occurs in Level II in the old house area and Level II in :square E26' to
E32"/SO' t()--S6'. There are several formal subtypes tha"t may be recognized, but
the material is too meagre to estiblish representative taxa in this preliminary
report.
6. Plain Pinkish-brown with Geometric Bas-Relief Pat·t ern: A plate (?)
fragment from cultural Level II (E30 1 -4"/Nl0") forms 33 by weight of the ceramic
material.

7. Doll Fragments: Facial fragments, an arm which was burnt by the fire that
formed the charcoal l~yer, and a doll shoe were found within six inches of the
coordinates E56' -0"/Sl' .-6" at level 99'-6"; The doll material has been identified
as German, 1875-80. 23 of the ceramic material consists of these fragments.

B.

..

Glass Material:

..

~

1. Trade Beads: Two beads were excavated at the following coordinates -E53' -0"/Sl0' -l 0", level 99'-6". Professor Roderick Sprague (personal communications) has offered the following description:

•

1.

deep blue (Munsell 7.SPB 3/12) transparent, maqdril
wound bead, 6mm. x Smm. dating probably from i820 to 1860.

2.

deep blue (Munsell 7.SPB 3/14) transparent. mandril
lOm.m. x 12mm. dating probably from 1830 to 1870 •
;.

' ,, .
•:

.·,

~ound

bead,
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A third bead from E3t'-6"/S6"· lev~l 97•"'!7" fits the following description from
Woodward (19651 12):

•

A pseudo-effect of the multiple factes is noted
on the light opaque blue beads. Here we see seven
facets cut .on each endt leaving the center row
of facets formed by the uncut surface of the bead.
'nle . bead is Smm. x 6mm. It probably dates from 1830-70, as Strong (1960:
reports for beads of a facet type.

227)

2. Davis Pain Killer Bottles: At locus ES2'/S1', level 99t_4tt fragments
of a Davis Drug Company mould-blown bottle were found. "It was manufactured by
t~e Davis Drug Company and used during the 1880's" (Vanderwall, personal communications). In test pit #3, level 97'-6", a whole Davis Pain Killer Bottle was unearthed i n what appears to be a midden deposit. 'lbe second bottle, however, was
manufactured by a different process which left a seam line on the sides.

3. White Opaque Bottles:
pose a ''men tho la tum" jar.

Two fragments from Level II in the house area com-

4. Jar Fragments, Clear Glass: In Level II of the house area, fragments of
several transparent glBSS jars form the following two subtypes:

a.

greenish glass (ragments

b.

clear glass fragments

•

The form of these fragments is of a "Mason jar" characteristic.

5. Fragments of Window Glass: Level 11, in the house erea, has
several pieces of broken wihddw glass.

yi~lded

6. ·Melted Glass: From Level I of the old house area, pieces of melted glass,
often fuse'd· to ceramic material and stove parts have been recovered.

c.

Metal Material:

1. Eating Utensils: From Level II of the house area several metal artifacts
of tableware function were excavated.
a.

b.
c.

Forks - 1
Knives- 2
Spoons- .1

2. "Food Preparatory" Implements:
knives which'·may be used for food

Under this classification are grouped

prep.a'n\ticm~ -''Ki.tche'l\ trni.vee ..--- pivtrt.ed h~e

knives, and stove parts.
a.

Knives:
1.

nne ·wooden handle

k.nife--Le~ l

tI, old

hous.~

area.

•

•
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2. .two pi"IOted blade knives--both are -from Level II, but one is from
the house area while the other is from E28'-6°/S2'-S", level 99'.-4".
b. Stove Parts .: Several fragments of a st·o ve body, a stove lid, and a
. manufacturer's tag bearing J. J .• .Deal and . Son, Jonesville,- Michigan, Cat. No. 179
l-lere found at E53'-8"/S7'-8", level 99'-7". Melted glass was fused to t!lese parts.
'lb.is material rested in the upper segment of charcoal. The Deal Company is out-ofbusiness, and the manufacture date has yet to be discovered. The following stove
parts were found in Level II at the western end of the excavated area:
1.

Stove top with lid support rim fragment--E30'--0"/N2' -10", level

2.

Stove lid handle--E30t-s 0 1s2•-1", level 99'-3".

99'-0".

3.•. Stove ash door--E29'-6",IN2'-10", level 99' -2''.

4.

Stove body fragment--E29'-10"/N2~-10", level 99 t -3''.

S. · .Stove lid--E30'-4"/S9", level 99'-3" •

6.

••

3.

Stove 1 id--E29' -ll "/S3' -11 '', level 99'-4".

Wood-Working Implements:

a. Hafted AxeA1edge:
level 99'-10").

Level II of the house area (E53'-l"/Sl0'-8",

b. Flat Files; A total pf seven files were excavated. Four came from
the house area in a cluster with.a tableware knife from Level II. A scattered
group of fragments from three different files came from a one ·foot square area with
its center at E30'-l"/N3'-0", level 99'-0"--i.e., in proximity to the stove fragments at the western end of the trench.
4. Hinges:
S6'-5".

s.

A rusted door hinge was discovered on the surface at ESS'-0"/

Affixing Devices:

a. Nails: A total of 6.4 nails were recovered from the houee area--i.e.,
the eastern part of the trench •. 'lb.ere are · 40 aquare nails, including two spikes,
that were found primarily ~n a-asociation with the charcoal stratum. Two of these
had glass fused to them, and · ~ne still possessed burnt wood around it. The 24
round nails occur from Level II in the house area. 'lb.ree of this latter form.. were
recovered from the surface.

•

b.

Tacks:

THo were found in Level II in the house area.

·c.

Screws: . One -was ~xc.avated from Level l l at t.he eastern ext..eusion

of the trench.·
d.

Bolts:

From Level II at ES5'-0''/S6'-5" one bolt \'Jas recovered.

VOL.
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Faunal Remains~

1. Bivalve Remainsa In pit E26* ta S6j ten va1~s of clams were excavated
from Level I. They appear to be locai clam forms (Puget Sound), but they have not
been taxonomically identified as yet. Several clam shell fragments were recovered
from the house area, but level association "'as impossible, since they came from
the area of the amateur disturbance.
2.

Teeth:

An ungulate tooth was recovered from Level I of pit E26' to

E32'/SO' to S6'.

3. Osteological Material: Several bone fragments have been recovered from
both the house area and the western trench section. In the latter area, they occur
in Level I. In the house area, the bones are from the amateur disturbance.
Identification is pending.

E.

Leather Material: From Level II in pit E26' to E32'/SO' to S6' come belt
fragments and shoe parts. Test pit #4 yielded an old high-top, man's shoe, which
is very worn.

•

Preliminary Analysis
Two occupation levels occur at the site. 'nlese are separated in the eastern sector
of the trench by a charcoal layer which is probably the result of the destruction
by fire of the earlier "house" structure (see Fig. 2). This destruction may have

occurred around the turn of the century, ca. 1900, based on dated artifacts that
are associated with the respective levels--Ce.g., see Fig. 3).
Level I may be tentatively dated as post-1857/pre-1900. Though the round trade
beads, coming from the same context, may be pre-1857 based on the nature of their
manufacture (Sprague, personal communications), their association with other
artifacts of a less mobile nature may be a result of the post-1857 arrival of a
Nisqual ly Indian family assigned to ,' that area of the reservation--a family bringing
their personal ornaments to the sit~. The doll, 1875-80, Davis bottle, 1880's,
J and G Meakin ceramics, ca. 1890, and square nails, pre-early 1900's, all of which
are associated with Level-Y, support this tentative date. Level I nails were
probably used in the construction of the house of this phase; this is somewhat
supported by the burnt t-1ood clinging to one of the nails. The stove may occur
late in the first habitation phase: no date is yet available for the stove manufacture, but the stove parts in the house area are pre-burn based on the fused
glass affixed to these parts. Fused glass is characteristic of Level I artifacts
•
in the eastern trench sector. Though 1857 cannot be definitely assigned ·as the
first year of the habitation, the latter part of the 19th century is a reasonable
date to assign for the first habitation period.

•

•
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Post-1900 may be assigned to. Level II. Round nails, characteristic - of this time
period, are found in this second phase of habitation. Artifacts from ·the upper
levels of the excavated area not previsely considered in the description section
of this paper support the post-1900 date of the second habitation phase--e.g.,
Anacin aspirin boxes of the 1940' s (?) design. ·The Meakin Plain White and Blue on
White pottery types of the pre-1900 phase are replaced in the post-1900 phase by
monochromatic and polychromatic floral ceramics, a pinkish-brown type, and new
varieties of plain white ware, which includes a Homer Laughlin , ,. i
trade-mark,
as yet undated • .Unfortunately, the only plain white pottery
7 (/ that bears a
trade-mark and i~ . ~ormally different from the earlier Meakin
ware was
excavated int he disturbed ar.ea. , Ih addition to the ·hew ceramic forms of Level II,
the n'umb~Fs of Euro-American metal ·artifacts., and numbers r:;f types withis:i this
material class, greatly increase over the respective· numbets of Level·' I. One may
infer a post-1900 date from this n~merical increase· of artifacts within this class
and artifact types--e.g., ~ - screwdriver which comes from one of the pits not
described in the former section of this paper--bas.ed. on the assumption that such
artifacts were more easily obtained during the early 20th ~entury in this region;
· but this is merely conjecture. Level II is herein . dated post-190·0 on the basis of
the nature of the Level II as:;1emblage and .the dated art-ifacts·, though more confirmation dates are desirable.
Since the heaviest concentration of artifacts from both occupation phases is in
the eastern part of the trench and the artifacts from that area offer a representative assortment . of . ~abitat;ion implements, while -the •;western sector. and #3
and #4 test pit~ yield refuse material--pit E26' . to E32~/SC 1 to .S6' indicating the
displacement of Level I stove. parts into Level II--one may infer that the original
house structures occurre~ in the eastern section of the 'site and the remainder of
the excavated, undisturbed area was a refuse deposit zone. One may remember that
in the eastern trench s,ector there Here uncovered heavy concentrations of nails,
tableware, tabie service ceramics, window glass, storage type glass jars, doll
fragments, ornamental beads, a cluster of files and other wood-working implements,
and a few stove fragments that indicated that they had been caught in the fire that
terminated the first occup.a tion phase. However, in the othe·r areas discussed herein, the artifact concentration was far less than in the eastern section, while the
individual artifacts suggested discarq due to breakage.
In the wes~ern trench section, there wer.e no significant artifact clusters as in
the house area. All artifacts from the · western sector were broken and scattered,
·except the stove lids, which· pccurred in· Level . II. Since the stove parts in the
house area occurred in Level I with fused glass on them and are the same stove as
those in the western sector, it seems reasonable to regard the Level II stove parts
as discarded items. Furthermore, the breakage of implements in the western section
cannot be regarded as caused by the same factors as the broken artifacts of the
house area. The file cluster, for example, that was excavated in the house area
consisted of four whole tools. The . three scattered · file·s in the refuse zone were
only fragments of files. The Level I ceramic artifacts from the house zone were
relatively complete and may have been broken .by the ·collapse of the Level ·1 house.
The numerou~ ceramic -types of Level II were fewer in artifact quantity than Level I
remains _'and 'in twQ eases, . a Red-brown Floral on White dish and a. Polychromatic
Fforal d·ish, fragments from the refuse area fit ·pieces from the house area. Also.
the Plain Pinkish-brown dish from the refuse area had no represantative fragments
in the house zone. In view of the foregoing. it se~s very re~sonable that the

..
,
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eastern crench sector was the house structure's locus, which may be divided into
ti.1o phases of habitation, while the remainder of the excavated area was a refuse
zone.

•

If the quantity of artifacts and number of types of Euro-American manufacture
materials ct?mpt'lse an indicator of acculturation, one can note a rise in the
degree of acculturation through time, especially when · contrasting Levels I and II.
In Level I", for example, clam shells, these bivalves being a typical Indian food
in the area, and trade beads, which may be contextually interpreted as Indian
owned due to their association with the shellfish and Level I artifacts that occur
in space and time in an area allocated to the Nisqually Indians by the government,
may be considered as "relatively indigenous" aspects of recent Indian artifact
forms.
As one proceeds in time from the 1857 inception point, more Euro-American
artifacts are encountered at the site: 1875+ doll fragments, 1880's medicine
bottl~(s), some 1890~ ceramics, pre-1900 square nails, and a possible pre-1900
stove. After the charcoal level, one finds in Level II larger numbers of artifacts,
eapecially metal implements, and more types, as the new ceramic forms, eating
utensils, wood-working tools, glass ("Mason Jat" like) bottles, "mentholatum"
jar(s}, window glass, round nails, tacks, screw(s), bolt(s), metal can and wtre
fragments, and shoe and belt leather goods.
Summary
'nl.e preliminary analysis has contributed corroboration of the hypothesis that the
site was a habitation unit occupied by Indians some time after the 1857 establishment of the Nisqually Reservation. In addition to the fact that Nisqually
Indians are historically known to have lived in the area of the site, there is
archaeological support of indigenous habitation. 'l\~o occupation levels have been
identified at the site with a charcoal layer separating them in the house zone.
Dates for Level I artifacts cluster after 1857 and before 1900. Level II material
may be dated post-1900.
On the bas.is of contextual interpretation, the old house structures can be located
in the eastern part of the excavation area and the remainde-r of the investigated
space may be assigned a refuse zone classification.
The degree of acculturation increases through time as seen in the archaeological
record, if one assumes that the quantity of artifacts and types which are nonindigenous to a people indicate the acculturation process.
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SUMMER 1968 - 45SK33
By Astrida R. Onat
Most HAS members are familiar t1ith site 4SSK33 located at the mouth of ~e .North
Fork of the Skagit River. The site has-been exc·a·vated by the WAS on and :Pff for
approximately 10 year~. During tl;le summer ·of 1968, Mrs. Astrida O~at, Inst:uc~or
of Anthropology at · Seat t.le ·community Coll_ege and WAS member, "t'as fi;Lven pe~m.iss 1on
to excavate the site· ' 'furth~r. SeatUe Community College and Everett Community
College joined forces and offered a Field School in Archaeology and thus prov~ded
a cre'l'.·l to undertake the excavations . . The ere~·,, numbering 13 persons and ranging
in age from 3! (Mrs. Onat's son Mark) to "over 30" camped on property g~nerously
donated for that purpose by Mr. anq Mrs. Alexander Lee. The crew helped set u~
camp, took turns in pairs at .c.o ok duty .(fantastic meals!) and engage,d .in . clamming,
beeing, haying
~fter dig hours.
~,. 1 .
'
,,and sauna. b':l.ilding
.
.

•

Excavations got under way June 19 and ended August 15 with the discovery of
numerous artifacts, some features and a great amoun~ of shell: Preliminary
analysis of the materials excavated by s.c.c. and E.c.c. and the WAS .is currently
under way and a paper concerning the analysis will be presented at th~ ~orthwest
Anthropology Conf ere nee in ~ictoria 4PrU 3-5. The _. detailed analysis . ~ay be ready
for publication later' this.year • . However,. a few conclusions can be ' drawn at this
stage, The site is located on top of a conglomerate knob overlooking Puget Sound,
Ika Island and the mouth of the North Fork of the Skagit River. The knob, 90'
above sea level at its maximum height is covered by a dense growth of Douglas fir
and underbrush. The site itself is a shell midden which was apparently occupied
~or a considerable length of time, but prior to white settlement (there is a
complete lack of contact materials). The shell is distributed rather unevenly and
in varied concentration over the western portion of the knob, and the midden
deposit in a 11 instances exten~s to bedrock or 1glac ia 1 beach clay. There is no
evidence for permanent housing on top of the knob. The repeated interbedding of
dense shell, midden ~ith some shell and midden with no shell in different areas
of the bluff gives evidence for lengthy occupation. Surface contours however give
~ indication as to the depth of the deposits· ·and the bedrock is extremely irregular. Th.ere seems to be some indication that certain areas of the site were
used more freq·uently for butchering and preparing mammals such as deer and elk
(due to predominance of cracked bone and shell scrapers), others ,for preparing
fish.
.. '
··
•,

'

I

•

The features of the site consisted primarily of scattered fire hearths, ash lenses,
and large areas of heat cracked ·rock. · There is much evidence for the use of fire
at the site as burned materials were frequently encountered. The a~tifact content
of the site is difficult to a_nalyze ~ecaus.e of a scarc'ity of stone tools such as
projectile points which lend themselves to analysis. Only 6-10 points and portions
of points have been recovered from the total excavations. Ground tools such as
adzes and eel ts are more num~rous than are ·crud'e mauls and choppers. -Bone tools
are most numerous as n;umb~·rs of harpoon . points, barbed · ~~d uqbarbed . as well as
harpoon valves were recovered. Bone. awls. and chisels were · also. found. The location
of the artifacts does not show any spatial or temporal aspect which would be useful
for analysis. The peoples occupying the site must havf:? either . used . it .. intensively
for a shorter time or maintain~d . a. fairly . unifonn ~·u1 ture for·· ~ lQnger -period.
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From all indications the artifacts recovered belong to the late period as described
by Kidd (1964: 159-160) .

•

Lbcal legend has it that the site, or ones similar to it since this site was not
khown to the white settlers, was used for drying of clams and mussels , smoking of
fish and. meat, as a camp for fishing activities or a lookout station for "raiding"
parties from the north. On first investigation the archaeological evidence
appears to bear out the first ·two of these suggestions • .
During the summer of .1969 sec and ECC are again planning a Field School in
Archaeology at 4SSK33 ~ The site is still capable of yielding information and is
excellent for purpos~s Of training students. The WAS members are ihvited to
. participate in the exc~ vation by enrolling if possible, if not, by taking part
in some of the scheduled WAS week-end training digs at 45SK33 in July and August.
This year the field school will commence June 23 arid end August 15.
Kidd, Robert S.
1964 A Synthesis of Western Washington Prehistory from the
Perspective of Three Occupation Sites, unpublished Master's
Thesis ,. University of Washington, Seattle.

***
NEWS BRIEFS
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WAS has carried out a survey and ex~a vatio n of
e "Burke Site (45SN12). Students
of the Seattle Community College essisted ln the April field party, greatly expanding the digging. ~Jork will continue in the Fall until those areas opened are
fully tested.

•

Members of WAS and the Washington State Archaeological Council met in Ellensburg
April 24 and visited a site nearby being excavated by Central Washington College.
David Munsell, State Highways Archaeologist, addressed the WAS at their regular
March Membership Meeting reviewing last year's summer activity on Lopez Island.
The University of Washington dig revealed unique problems yet to be fully unders·tood in San Juan archaeology, especially the presence of headless skeletal
remains.
The Northwest Anthropological Conference was held in Victoria, British Columbia,
April 3, 4, 5.

•

Mrs. Astrida Boat, instructor in

arch~eology at the Seattle Community College,
spoke to the WAS membership on· April 26th on "Archaeological Techniques". The
meeting was held at the Sum~it B~anch of the College. Members visited the
archaeological laboratory afterwards.

. :.. .

There will be a number of archaeological investigations thToughout the state d,J~tog
the summer. Washington St.ate University will. reopen and contitTI1~ ~o~~ing at Cape
Aiava, the famous Ozette village · sit~. Dr. Richard Daughe~ty wi~l b~ in ~harge.

~

j
.;.l?·-

~

MAY lt69

Aa inve•tigation will be carried on at hiatorlc FGrt Vancouver under tile aupervision of the- University of Waahll~ton. EMJard McM. i.rraMte wi.11 be the chlef
inveatigator.

At this writing nothing is known about plans for

Mar11e1

••lvage.

Central Washington College will c•tau- or.king on a aite near Kittitas, according
to Dr. William c. Smith, aupervisor.
Gar Grabert. Western Washington College, expectl to excavate a site in the
vicinity of Bellingham.
Seattle and Everett Community Colleges will be digging at Fiehtown, 4SSK33, again
this summer, this time with •upport frcm ' tlie HaU.onal Endot1111ent for the Ruman it ies.
Mrs. A. Onat, director of the field school ·hes been awarded a grant from the
Endowment to carry out a project entitled "Scientific Archaeology and Community
Involvement." Much emphasis will be placed en Community Involvement during the
course of excavations by inviting any intereated persona to visit the dig. Postdig activities will center around analysis of excavated materials, production of
a movie on archaeological technique§ and method• and the production of a number
of teaching and display collections to be uaed by educational institutions,
private groups and muse\llla.
1

•

the Washington Archaeological Society will be able to dig at Fiahtown as planned.
Members should contact the presideat, Mr. Forrester WOodruft for information •
..'•\.

r..,

I·

.,
The sec·o nd Occasional Paper
1-'Ul be published in July.
1
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This ia a report on C·aecade Archaeology by David G. Rice~
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